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Museum haunted by 
Agatha Christie’s ghost 

A museum is said to be haunted by Agatha
Christie’s ghost. Staff at the museum in the
author’s hometown of Torquay, Devon claim
that her books are mysteriously knocked off
the gift shop’s shelves when no one is
around. Carl Smith, manager of the museum,

has claimed that the ghostly woman was
wearing old-fashioned clothing. The ghoul-
ish figure has been caught on camera - and
CCTV has filmed leaflets being apparently
hurled around. Speaking to The Daily Star
newspaper, he said: “We saw something in
the middle of the photo and when we
adjusted the contrast we clearly saw the
woman. “It was a bit of a surprise and pret-
ty creepy. There was no one else present
when the photo was taken so we are at a
loss to explain it.” Gift shop boss Francesca
Ferrara says she has seen books fly off
shelves four times - and they were always
by Christie, who created sleuths such as
Poirot and Miss Marple.

Woman watered fake
plant for two years 

A woman was left devastated after discov-
ering a plant she had been watering for two
years was fake. Caelie Wilkes had been reli-
giously nurturing the plant, making sure it
was getting the right amount of sunlight and
regularly cleaning the leaves, for two years.

She even admitted to having a strict water-
ing plan for it, revealing how she would get
“defensive” if anybody else tried to water it.
It was only when she went to re-pot the
succulent that she noticed it was fake. She
explained after finding a vase that suited it,
she saw that it was attached to a block of
foam, and decorated with sand which was
glued on top. She wrote on Facebook: “I

just wanted to keep good care of it. I
absolutely loved my succulent. “Tried my
hardest to keep it looking it’s best, and it’s
completely plastic. “How did I not know
this? I feel like these last two years have
been a lie.”

Woman jailed after calling
police over a thousand times 

A woman has been jailed after making over
a thousand nuisance calls to the police.
Jelena Bobrova had pestered police opera-
tor for the past three years in rambling 999
calls, clogging up the emergency line and
costing the force more than £10,000.
Despite being handed a criminal behavior
order in November last year, Bobrova con-
tinued to call the police, including 39 times
in the space of just four hours on February
16. Scotland Yard said Bobrova “appeared
to be rambling and challenged police to
arrest her” each time she rang 999. She ini-
tially denied making the calls and attempted
to blame them on a technical glitch, but has
now been sentenced to ten weeks in prison

by Croydon magistrates. Sergeant Terry
Collman said the jail term should “send a
message to anyone who thinks this imma-
ture behavior is a form of entertainment.”
He said: “Nuisance calls to police are
absolutely not acceptable, they are certainly
not funny and are a huge waste of time and
money.” — Bang Showbiz

Marie Curie “wasn’t always very nice”, said Marjane
Satrapi of the hero of her new film, “Radioactive”.
The most famous woman scientist ever had to fight

her corner in what was - and still is - a man’s world, said
Satrapi, best known as the maker of the Oscar-nominated
animated classic, “Persepolis”. “How are you supposed to
become Marie Curie if you are cute, gentle and terribly
nice?” the acclaimed Iranian-born graphic novelist said.
“When you were as focused as Curie was, you don’t have
the time to be touchy feely... and people accept that [single-
mindedness] much less from a woman,” she insisted. 

Satrapi, 50, was forever destined to make a film about
the Polish-born physicist and chemist, the first woman to
win the Nobel Prize, and the only person ever to have won
it in different fields. “She was a huge figure for me from my
childhood because she was the woman my mother wanted
me to be,” Satrapi told AFP in her Paris studio. She was
brought up to hero worship Curie and the French feminist
Simone de Beauvoir, she added. However researching the
film, Satrapi discovered that while Curie - played by the
British “Gone Girl” star Rosamund Pike - ”was a woman of
great integrity... but she wasn’t always very nice.” She
couldn’t afford to be given the enormous obstacles the

woman who discovered both radium and polonium had to
overcome, said Satrapi.

Feminism of ‘actions not words’ 
“Since science depends on logic, they made out that

women were too emotional to study science, that they are
all hormones and feelings. But through her heroic and
action-packed life, “Curie became the living example that it
was completely possible - which is very important,” the
director insisted.  “I’m for feminism by actions rather than
words,” Satrapi added. “It’s no good to have slogans if there
is not action behind them. I prefer women who do things - it
is only by our actions that we’ll become men’s equals.”

Curie was “not only the equal, but most of the time was
better” than the men in her field, Satrapi insisted.
“Radioactive” - which is released across much of Europe
later his month - tells her remarkable story through the
research Curie and her husband Pierre (played by English
actor Sam Riley) carried out on radioactivity, discoveries
that would lead to breakthroughs in medicine but also to
the atomic bomb. 

Satrapi, who is now working on a series of paintings
about women, said Curie was a powerful symbol at a time

when women have found their voice again with the
#MeToo movement. “Things are going to change but we
cannot sweep away 5,000 years of patriarchy in two days,”
said the illustrator-turned-director.

#MeToo has become ‘too much’ 
“It’s great that women are speaking up (but) we kept our

mouths shut for so long that it has become a bit too much...
We have to find a balance,” Satrapi said. Yet there is so
much still to do, particularly about how women are repre-
sented on the screen. “Half of the Earth’s population are
women, so it’s normal that half of stories should be about
us-yet that is not the case,” she argued. “And when we see
women it is always in relation to a man: as someone’s wife
or their mother,” she added.

That said, Satrapi noted she has no intention of spending
the rest of her career making films “about the long list of all
the extraordinary women” who have been under-appreciat-
ed. “I’ve made films about men too... It’s Curie who interest-
ed me,” she said. — AFP

Bizarre news

This handout image made available by British art group “Sand In Your Eye” shows an aerial view taken on March 6, 2020 above Hebden Bridge, near Leeds, north of England, of a 60m portrait of Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg entitled “A girl
inspiring the world” painted by children from Hebden Royd Primary School and Sand In Your Eye artists to celebrate March 8 International Women’s Day. — AFP


